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PAC AUTOMATIC PAYROLL DEDUCTION 
AUTHORIZATION/DISCONTINUATION FORM 
Please utilize this form to authorize or to discontinue the automatic deduction of a specific monetary 
amount from your biweekly NetJets Aviation, Inc., compensation for transfer to the NJASAP PAC as a 
donation. Please complete the applicable sections of the form and return it to NJASAP via e-mail, 
pac@njasap.com, or in person/via mail to the NJASAP Office. A member’s recurring payroll 
deduction will continue until an updated form requesting discontinuation is received. 

Donor & 
Referral 
Information  

Printed Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Street Address: ______________________________________________________ 

City, State, and Zip Code: ______________________________________________ 

Recommending Pilot Name: ____________________________________________ 

Start Automatic 
Payroll 
Deductions* 

Effective _____________ (enter date), I authorize NetJets Aviation, Inc. to deduct $10, 

 $20,  $30 or  $ ________ (enter whole dollar amount) from my wages each pay 

period and direct such amounts so deducted to be transferred to the NJASAP PAC on my 

behalf. 

Publication of 
Donor Name  

I  do /  do not (please check one) wish to be listed on NJASAP PAC-published 

materials as an NJASAP PAC donor. 

Stop Automatic 
Payroll 
Deductions*  

Please discontinue my automatic payroll deductions for donation to the NJASAP PAC  

as of _________ (enter date). 

Union 
Identification 
Number 

Please provide your Union Identification Number, which can be found on the on the back 

of the NetJets crewmember badge beneath your photo: _____________  

Signature 
 

 
Thank you for donating to The NetJets Association of Shared Aircraft Pilots Political Action Committee (hereinafter, “NJASAP 
PAC”). This organization has been formed to advance the interests of NetJets pilots and the aviation profession. The NJASAP 
PAC wants you to know that contributions are not deductible for income tax purposes. Additionally, contributions to the 
NJASAP PAC are voluntary and are used for political purposes. You may refuse to contribute without reprisal and the NJASAP 
PAC will not favor or disfavor any member of NJASAP because of the amount contributed. Any and all stated guidelines for 
contributions are merely suggestions, and an individual is free to contribute more or less than the guidelines suggest. Please 
be advised the NJASAP PAC is required by law to share donor’s names, addresses, occupations, and employers’ names via a 
publically-disclosed federal report. 
 
*Deductions may not take effect up to two pay periods following receipt of this Form. The Company shall discontinue 
deductions within thirty days following receipt of this Form.  


